Beer Wrapper – What is a Beer wrapper?

Any stretch wrapper can wrap pallets of beer. The difference is primarily the ability to:

- Load a “Beer-Pallet” onto a conveyor with an electric pallet-jack
- Load a Beer-Pallet onto a conveyor at Floor Level without needing a ramp
- Convey the Beer-Pallet gently to prevent product loss (destabilization)
- Convey the Beer-Pallet quickly to accomplish the needed throughput (pallets per hour)
- Achieve all the above with no wrapper operators – Fully Automatic!

Beer-Pallets do not have bottom boards. This allows the pallet-jack to enter/exit the pallet without needing to enter/exit horizontally between the top & bottom boards. The pallet-jack forks simply raise-up and lower-down directly under the pallet.

Cousins Packaging automatic Beer Wrappers utilizes 3.5” high (off the floor) 3-stand chain conveyor which makes this possible.